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Directors Acknowledgements

For the past six years, Cheryl Sourkes has been distilling images from web cams and live
video streams that she has come across while surfing the net. The artist does not alter or
change the images she collects, but merely enlarges and presents them in series. Sourkes
has referred to her Public Camera works as “conceptual documentary” predicated on
techniques of directed looking and rule-governed shooting.
The art of selecting and editing from thousands of images has led the artist to organize
her work in particular series. Locations are images of specific cities or geographic sites.
Interference focuses on images in which the camera has been compromised by weather,
insects or other unusual occurrences. Interiors features web cam images from homes,
public spaces, and businesses.
However seemingly banal the subject, these images when enlarged become evocative
and painterly, further enhancing our voyeuristic pleasure of transgressing on private
moments in public spaces. Sourke’s work prompts questioning of issues surrounding the
prevalence of surveillance, while also elevating non-art images to a new plane.
This catalogue and exhibition are the result of a partnership between the Southern Alberta
Art Gallery, Lethbridge and the Tom Thomson Art Gallery, Owen Sound and the National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. We are indebted to Southern Alberta Art Gallery curator Joan
Stebbins for initiating a partnership which gives audiences from across the country
the opportunity to experience Cheryl Sourkes’ Public Camera. The text by Montreal
photographer, writer and curator Cheryl Simon provides provocative reading that further
enriches the viewer’s experience.
On behalf of the Trustees of all three institutions, we would like to acknowledge
The Canada Council for the Arts whose commitment to contemporary art production in
Canada ensures that gallery audiences have meaningful encounters with a range of current
practises. The Alberta Foundation for the Arts, the Ontario Arts Council, the Cities of
Lethbridge and Owen Sound, as well as our members, donors and volunteers all contribute
to the realization of these experiences.
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Marilyn Smith

Martha Hanna

Director and Curator
Tom Thomson Art Gallery

Director
Southern Alberta Art Gallery

Canadian Museum of Contemporary
Photography, Ottawa
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Remerciements des directeurs

Depuis six ans, Cheryl Sourkes extrait des images captées par caméra Web et flux vidéo en
temps réel qu'elle déniche en naviguant sur Internet. L'artiste n'altère et ne modifie pas les
images qu'elle recueille; elle ne fait que les agrandir et les présenter en série. Sourkes a
qualifié son œuvre Public Camera de « documentaire conceptuel » fondé sur des techniques
de regard dirigé et de tournage régi par des règles. L'art de sélectionner et de monter des
milliers d'images a mené l'artiste à la présentation de ses œuvres en séries distinctes.
Locations regroupe des images de villes ou d'emplacements géographiques précis.
Interference met l'accent sur des images captées alors que la météo, des insectes ou d'autres
événements inhabituels ont influé sur le travail de la caméra. Interior présente des images
captées par caméra Web dans des endroits publics et des commerces.
Bien que ces thèmes puissent paraître banals, lorsqu'on agrandit ces images, elles
deviennent évocatrices et picturales en rehaussant le plaisir de voyeur que l'on éprouve en
transgressant des moments d'intimité dans des endroits publics. L'œuvre de Sourkes suscite
un questionnement sur la prédominance de la surveillance, tout en propulsant à un niveau
supérieur les images ne relevant pas de l'art.
Ce catalogue et cette exposition sont le fruit d'un partenariat entre la Southern Alberta Art
Gallery de Lethbridge, la Galerie d'art Tom Thomson d'Owen Sound, et le Musée canadien de
la photographie contemporaine d'Ottawa. Les trois établissements remercient Cheryl Sourkes
de son engagement envers ce projet et des efforts qu'elle y a consacrés. Nous sommes
redevables envers la conservatrice de la Southern Alberta Art Gallery, Joan Stebbins, qui a mis
en branle un partenariat offrant à des publics de partout au pays l'occasion de faire
l'expérience de Public Camera de Cheryl Sourkes. Stuart Reid, conservateur, et la Galerie d'art
Tom Thomson soulignent l'appui de la conservatrice adjointe, Sarah McMaster, dans le cadre
de la présentation de Public Camera à Owen Sound, et de l'administration de la présente
publication. À Ottawa, Andrea Kunard, la conservatrice adjointe du Musée canadien de la
photographie contemporaine, a dirigé la présentation de l'exposition. Le texte provocant du
catalogue, de Cheryl Simon, photographe, rédactrice et conservatrice montréalaise, enrichit
l'expérience du public.
Au nom des administratrices et administrateurs des trois établissements, je souhaite
souligner la contribution des entités et des personnes suivantes : le Conseil des Arts du
Canada, dont l'engagement envers la production d'art contemporain au Canada permet au
public des galeries de vivre une expérience significative en ce qui a trait à une gamme de
pratiques courantes; l'Alberta Foundation for the Arts; le Conseil des arts de l'Ontario; les villes
de Lethbridge et d'Owen Sound; les membres, les donateurs et les bénévoles de chacun des
établissements, qui contribuent tous en faisant de ces expériences d'art visuel une réalité.
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Writing Poetry in the Bitstream /
Poaching Pictures from the Expanded Sphere

‘Real Time’ Worldviews
Over the past several years, Cheryl Sourkes has been keeping time with ‘real time’ imaging.
Traveling through cyberspace grabbing slices of life from the webcams she happens upon
and repurposing this imagery as photographic and videographic art, the artist has pilfered
from a wide range of web-cammery — institutional, domestic, commercial, industrial, civic.
The projects produced from these settings reframe the imagery they gather to provide insight
into fascinating, new worlds of social interaction.
Picture a world of web cameras by the millions, all connected to the Internet, each
streaming video in ‘real time’, though discharging their pictures at the different rates each
bit stream allows.1 A virtual world shadowing our own, here every web-cast serves a purpose
and each frames a different point-of-view. This is the world of traffic cams by the thousands
and miscellanea of surveillance systems operating in a diversity of ways. We have cams
trained on city streets and dorm rooms, tourist sites, fish tanks and banks, cams that survey
the labor of office and home workers, DJs and stockbrokers. Cams appear in barbershops
and technical schools, in bowling alleys, ice rinks, pool halls and museums; often they
operate defensively, in the name of security, which is a particular obsession of the Internet
age. Then, there is so much more to this technology because home cams, unlike
surveillance systems, are consumer devices, amateur technologies that do other things:
make Internet art projects, witness weddings, stare at peep shows, form global communities,
ease loneliness for the housebound, and watch pets and nannies for those of us who have
to leave home for a time.
‘Real time’ imaging represents an immense and densely populated field of action, and if
its physical scope is too enormous to entirely comprehend, its social exchanges are too
ephemeral to fully grasp. Since ‘real time’ is a simultaneous or instant mode of visual
communication, it represents a connection between subjects across space, rather than a
chronological span. Besides, if such time approximates actual temporal experience in any
significant way, it is in the manner through which it disappears, the way in which it
immediately slips away from our field of vision as soon as it is encountered. As the Internet
interface replaces older ideas about the geography, our world is becoming saturated with
such temporality. Thick with coincidence, thin with age, the tempo of ‘real time’ is more
rhyme than rhythm, flicker than pulse.
LEFT:

Interference:
Frederikstad, Norway 2003-04
[DETAIL]
emulsion to Plexi, gravity bar

To fully appreciate the social significance of ‘real time’ temporality, it might usefully be
posed against an experience of time as thickened and bounded. The shadow world of the
nineteenth century took a much more comprehensible form with the invention and
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RIGHT & OVERLEAF:
Cam Cities: Virtual Taipei 2001

exterior banner vinyl, steel bar

expansion of the photographic archive, in both concrete and abstract manifestations. In fact,
Alan Sekula coined the term, ‘the shadow archive’, to conceptualize the social
consciousness attending the coincidental commercialization of photography and its
institutionalization in the structure of actual archives — both private and public, family album
and public trust. As an extension of the panoptic principle into daily life, the shadow archive
contained both “the images of the bodies of heroes, leaders and moral exemplars…and
those of the poor…and all other embodiments of the unworthy.” 2 In all guises it functioned
as a generalization of the entire field of social relations through which the individual members
could situate themselves. Significantly, ‘real time’ pictures are seldom archived, they don’t
accumulate in time, but across space — signification is not built hierarchically, via any simple
dialectics of difference, but more complexly, by horizontal means of countless differentiations
enacted in myriad ways. How then do we come to understand social relations in
postmodernity? How do we understand our place within the group ?
Literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin suggested that every era has a narrative type that
corresponds to its environment; the novel represents the exemplary form for modernity since
its focus on the life journey of the individual respects the historical productions of the
archival practices and individuating processes of the period. Katherine Hayles offers an
important clue to the predominating narrative form of post-modernity with the title of her
decisive essay “Virtual Bodies and Flickering Signifiers.” 3 The image of tele-present subjects
floating through the effervescent bit streams of electronic exchanges suggests the degree
and manner through which cybernetic technologies have informed the structures of
language, more broadly speaking. Here, narrative and speech itself are premised on the
‘principle’ of communication, rather than its fact. More poetry than prose, postmodern
narrative represents a linguistic mode defined by the contingencies of ‘real time’ interaction:
its conceptual logic depends upon presence and absence, and patterning and randomness
in processes of signification.
Sourkes’ basic strategy is to trace patterns through the randomness of virtual
communications. Using photographic means to thicken the portals of cyberspace, the artist
transforms the character of real time messaging from a mode of instantaneous
communication to a means of representation, although the archiving gesture is provisional
in her work. Drawing correspondences across space and through time, the artist finds paths
of connection between different sites and at different moments of signification, the effect of
which is to produce capricious and indeterminate stories of collective attitudes and
dispositions rather than historical narratives defined by individual experiences accumulating
in a straight line.
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In early cam-works, Sourkes’ took the idea of collective description literally. The individual
panels of Cam Cities — “Virtual London,” “Virtual Taipei,” “Virtual Toronto,” “Virtual Vienna”
and “Virtual Warsaw” — all made in 2001, build large-scale panoramic-type portraits of
these civic sites using individual frames poached from municipal and traffic cams located in
different parts of each city. Similarly, the series of works comprising Locations (2002-03),
develop cultural narratives from individual component parts; here thirty-odd views of Buenos
Aries, London and Toronto are each presented separately in suites of jewel-like ink-jet prints
housed in ruby-bound portfolio cases, one for each city. The bird’s-eye views of each place’s
architecture, its infrastructure of roadways and lighting, the ongoing demolition and
construction of buildings and highways, changing of seasons, massing of crowds and their
dispersals, all sketch the life of each place in broad strokes. Patterns of behaviour, of cultural
values and attitude are discerned through the formal characteristics of accumulated
viewpoints: the colours, lighting and stagings of the location invoke each city through its
mise-en-scène.
The same basic organizational principle shapes the cam works that get closer to their
subjects, but if the focal length changes in this later work its organizational premise still
emphasizes collective over individual behaviour. Live from the Wedding Chapel in Las Vegas
(2005), a series of video works replaying ceremonies performed at a Las Vegas wedding
chapel, and Private Life (2006), an extended video loop whose contents are drawn from online communities, use circular structures to underscore the ritualistic and repetitive
performance patterns found in everyday life. The poetic sequences and liminal narratives of
Home Cams (2005), an artist’s bookwork, are also elaborated via formal correspondences; the
artist recreates the multiple-window screen-view of the on-line community from which these
pictures hail, intuitively responding to visual motifs and domestic iconography found there.
Sourkes calls her approach a form of ‘conceptual documentary’, because she uses strategies
of appropriation and re-contextualization in her production. Coincidentally, many of the
pictures themselves call to mind conceptual and experimental artworks of the late twentieth
century. Indeed, the density of the available material, its often grid-like presentation and
date-stamped delivery are consistent with the archival sensibilities of conceptualist artifacts.
Likewise, the quality of the performances witnessed in the cam imagery suggests an
uncanny affinity with those improvised or ritualized gestures from everyday life performed
before static cameras in media art and performance works from the late 1960s and 1970s.
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Red, Face
excerpt from Home Cams 2006
Artist bookwork

Paul McCarthy
excerpt from Press 1973
(VHS)

n large part, the correspondences between the images produced by the amateur webcammer and those of the experimental artist from this earlier period respect the vision
shaping Sourkes’ selection, an aesthetic sensibility formed during the artist’s association with
Intermedia, the legendary Canadian Fluxus-type collective from the 1960s, that also defined
the conceptual outlines of the Vancouver art scene. However, the similarities between the
images collected in Sourkes’ survey and those produced in the context of earlier
experimental art practices can also be considered epiphenomenal: an effect of the recent
boom in consumer technology, and the resulting expansion of amateur media practice, more
generally. Experimentation is a key factor in amateur and artistic production alike. As Maya
Deren observed, reflecting on the development of her own artistic vision: “these theories
arose from nothing more than the very real, practical, immediate problems of any amateur
film-maker, and many of the resolutions at which I arrived are as applicable to a backyard
movie about the kids as they are to some of my most ambitious efforts.” 4
Given the inherently ephemeral character of the cam image, it is not surprising that the
material Sourkes’ has collected for these various series expresses the same basic concerns
with time and temporality, as with historical knowledge more generally, as did the media
artists of the 1960s. Neither is it unexpected that this material also considers the means
through which social identifications and relations are forged by mediated communication: the
home cam is used simultaneously as a mode of self-definition and a communication device.

Real time in ‘Real time’
There are probably as many expressions of ‘real time’ temporality as there are devices in cyberspace, a number equal to that of both the subjectivities, and the more objective surveillance
technologies crisscrossing this ‘real time’ landscape, including both senders and receivers
involved in the moment of communication. Although the interpretations of ‘real time’
messaging are fathomless, Sourkes’ works circumscribe two very basic approaches to the use
of the apparatus as a personal transmission device, approaches that, when taken together,
reveal a narrower and more coherent illustration of contemporary historical consciousness.
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As Gilles Deleuze noted of similar tendencies in the experiments of post-war cinema and
avant-garde art, we have web portals that “mount a camera on the everyday body,” and
follow it around through the course of the day, and others that mount ‘a ceremony’, take on
an ‘initiatory and liturgical aspect’. 5 Sourkes’ survey unearths a plethora of everyday bodies
— at work, at home in the streets, sleeping, eating, watching TV, on-line. At the other end of
the spectrum, she has gathered a wealth of imagery involving more theatrical pageantry:
bodies performing more and less exotic rituals of masturbation and sexual congress, and
faces and body parts pressing against camera lenses in innumerable forms of orgiastic
display. What is important for Deleuze, and for Sourkes’ purposes here, is less the content
of the images at either pole, nor even the difference between the two, but “the passage from
one to another,” insofar as it reveals “the imperceptible passages of attitudes or postures to
‘gest’” — the Brechtian term describing the theatrical expressions of social experience and
political thought. 6 In Deleuze’s experimental art and Brecht’s theatre, this transformation is
achieved in the first, ‘realist’, instance through the iteration and reiteration of everyday habits
to the point of burlesque, and articulated in the theatrical mode through the failure of
performance and the flattening of character into stereotype. In both cases, the actual body
shares the same space/time as the ideal, the real with the representation, the one folded into
the other more and less comfortably, and it is the kind and quality of differences observed
between the two extremes that offers a measure of temporal and historical circumstance.
The ‘gest’ of postwar cinema might best be articulated in the figure of the ghost. Bodies
wear out, become tired and neurotic. Ill-prepared for action they fall or slide down walls, like
Godard’s anti-heroes. Some dissolve into tears, like Cassavetes’ ‘hysterics’. Others disappear
completely, as might a character in an Antonioni film. If the ‘people’ have disappeared,
becoming stereotypes, flat and insipid, the world they inhabit is emptied of signification as
well; in fact empty and isolated spaces proliferate in the film production of this period.
The figure characterizing the ‘gest’ of the digital age, is more poised and dynamic than
that of the post-war cinema, not dead or dying, but a subject on the brink of becoming, of
taking form. In Sourkes’ cam works, the real time of ‘real time’ is crystallized in the singular
moment when the loss of self-consciousness occurs, or vice-versa, when consciousness
takes form, although in this instance the passage from one mode to the next expresses a
decidedly different historical experience, a distinct space/time relation.
It is not unexpected that in the images Sourkes has borrowed from municipal and
commercial cams, people typically don’t pay attention to the cameras observing them, so
conditioned is the modern subject to the camera’s gaze. It is surprising, however, that many
of the subjects who populate the private cam-imagery seem unaware of the cameras in their
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ABOVE:

Green, Guy Red, Couple
excerpts from Home Cams 2005
Artist bookwork

OPPOSITE:

Yellow, Blue Girl
Red, Guys
excerpts from Home Cams 2005

midst. Not only is proximity a factor — most of the cameras are stationed on top of computer
monitors close by or in the corners of very small rooms — but more often than not the
subjects of domestic surveillance own and operate their own systems.
In Home Cams (2005), for example, many of the subjects appear completely caught up
in the moment at hand, focused on the computer screen in front of them. Perhaps they are
logged onto the same on-line community from where their own pictures hail. Yet, they can’t
be entirely incognizant of the recording technology. More likely, they have forgotten about it,
having chosen to follow a portal into someone else’s world. Watching them watching others,
watching others, and so on, in seemingly infinite regress, it becomes apparent that the selfconsciousness of the photographic moment has given way, in the ‘real time’ of the videostream, to a state of hyper-attentiveness; attention not given to any simple representational
repertoire, but to an especially dynamic mode of interaction particular to the on-line world
within which these subjects circulate.
If, through reiteration, the everyday body takes on the character of a ceremony of
watchfulness, likewise the all-pervading presence of theatrical exhibitionism found in the
video-stream necessarily flattens the ritual value of each sexual performance into a more
pedestrian mode of exhibition; and cyberspace is indeed full of sexualized displays,
gestures, acts and performances. Moreover, if one imagines these bodies are pressing
towards the monitor from either side — as surveyor and surveyed — this ‘closeness’
reduces significantly the spectatorial distance of self and other, and begs reconsideration
of the notion of any fixed social relations in practices of surveillance and spectacle.
In a discussion of the subjective effects of video art from the 1970s enacting similar
bodily rituals, Amelia Jones observed the capacity of the videographic, tele-visual and small
screen to change the politics of spectatorship. As these screens take on flesh, become
embodied, she says, “any sense we might have that our act of viewing coheres us as
discrete and even transcendent origins of vision, with those we view on the screen as
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OPPOSITE:

Green, Hallway
Green, Piano
excerpts from Home Cams 2005

Artist bookwork

comfortably other disappears.” If the screen stands in for the subjectivity of the other,
reciprocally it must embody our own subjectivities, our own multiple points-of-view. Jones
reminds us of the crucial role the screen plays in the Lacanian experience of subject
formation: “It is the screen — the site where gaze meets subject of representation — that
is the ‘locus of mediation’ where the human subject ‘maps himself in the imaginary capture’
of the gaze. The subject is always, already ‘photo-graphed’ in the purview of the gaze and
is always, thus, both subject and object of a kind of looking.”
Virtual as each encounter in the bit-stream may be, every one produces actual effects in
the opportunity each opens for self-presentation, and reciprocally, for empathic
identification. Here lies the ethical significance of real time communication: it demands that
the subject recognize the dynamic and productive function of communication and
representation, and to respond accordingly and creatively to each instance of spectatorship
and/or exhibition. This is also the promise that this technology holds for social
transformation: an affective self-consciousness engineered in and through the negotiation of
social relations.
Unlike the world of post-war cinema, ‘real time’ spatiality is not defined by dead and dying
bodies, but subjects poised on the threshold of identification, with others, of self. Although
many web-portals in cyberspace appear unpopulated — cameras are kept running but trained
on empty sets — the absence of activity doesn’t make the crush of ‘real time’ temporality any
less pressing. On the contrary, it may make it more so. Carefully framed, designed and lit, if
these worlds are empty of people, nonetheless consciousness infuses every space.

Cheryl Simon

I Miss You, Be Right Back
excerpts from Homecammer messages 2006
3.5” x 5” Inkjet prints, UltraChrome inks
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NOTES
1

By 2012, it is estimated that there will be over seventeen billion devices with video capabilities connected
to the Internet. In four years all 4.3 billion of the currently available addresses will be claimed. While
already this is an impressive amount of traffic in cyberspace, new systems are currently in development
that will expand the population of the Internet to a size incomprehensible in human terms, a figure
approaching the number of atomic particles in the universe. Internetnews.com, “We’re running out of IP
addresses,” Andy Patrizio, May 11, 2006, downloaded Saturday, October 26, 2006.
http://www.internetnews.com/infra/article.php/3605501

2

Alan Sekula, “The Body in the Archive,” The Contest of Meaning: Critical Histories of Photography,
ed. Richard Bolton, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989, p. 347.

3

N. Katherine Hayles, “Virtual Bodies and Flickering Signifiers,” October 66, Fall 1993.

4

Maya Deren, “Planning by Eye. Notes on ‘Individual’ and ‘Industrial’ Film,” Film Culture,
Winter 1965, p. 33.

5

Deleuze offers Warhol’s minimalist cinema of as an example of the former, and the Austrian Aktionist
artists, Günter Brus, Otto Müehl and Herman Nitsch as examples of the latter — artists whose extreme
mode of performance have no real equal in North America during the same period, but come close in
tone to the orgiastic theatre of a Kenneth Anger or Pasolini film. While not as excessive, the kind and
quality of web imagery that Sourkes has collected approximates the art of each extreme.
Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The Time Image, transl. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta,
The Athlone Press, 1989, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001, p. 191-192.

6

Ibid.

7

Amelia Jones, “Televisual Flesh: Activating Otherness in New Media Art,” Parachute 113,
January – March 2004, p. 73.

8

Ibid, p. 77, Jacques Lacan, “What is a Picture?,” Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis,
trans. Alan Sheridan, New York: W.W. Norton, 1981.

Thanks to Johanne Sloan for her generous help giving shape to the essay, and to Fred McSherry, Heidi
Schaeffer, Sylvia Safdie, and Betsy Warland for sharing their thoughts and ideas on the subject of this
work. Most of all, I extend my great appreciation and gratitude to Cheryl Sourkes for bringing us her
stories from the shadow world.
Cheryl Simon is an academic and curator whose current art and research interests include explorations
of time in media art, art and globalism and collecting and archival practices in the visual arts. She has
written extensively on photography and installation art and currently teaches seminars on Critical Theory
and Cultural Analysis in the MFA—Studio Arts program at Concordia University and Film Theory +
Criticism in the Cinema + Communications Department of Dawson College, both in Montreal.
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Home Cams 2006
Artist bookwork
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